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Twisted Bonds Cora Reilly
Can you ever truly leave the past behind in a house full of haunted souls?
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Twisted Bonds Cora Reilly Epub
Kiara always wanted a loving family she could take care of. She never thought sheâ€™d find it with the
Falcones.
Nino and Kiara both lost part of themselves in their traumatic childhood. Together theyâ€™re trying to
recover the missing pieces, but they arenâ€™t the only broken souls in the Falcone mansion; Kiara fears
that not all of them can be saved. Determined to protect her new family and the future of her dreams,
sheâ€™s on a mission to help each of them in her own way, even if it means stacking up secrets.
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Four brothers bound together by an unbreakable bond forged in their dark past. If one of them falls,
will they all?
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Twisted Bonds Release Date
Playlist:
Stone coldâ€” Demi Lovato
I donâ€™t know what love is â€“ Bradley Cooper &amp; Lady Gaga
Sweetest Devotion - Adele
Remedy â€“ Adele
Loved me back to life â€“ Celine Dion
Donâ€™t watch me cry â€“ Jorja Smith
Let me down â€“ Jorja Smith
I am â€“ Jorja Smith
Piece by Piece â€“ Kelly Clarkson (Idol version)
Broken â€“ Lifehouse
Born to Die â€“ Lana del Rey
Small steps â€“ Tom Gregory
Bruised not broken â€“ Matoma
Will you still love me tomorrow â€“ Amy Winehouse
House on Fire â€“ Ivy Quainoo
Mirrors (cover) â€“ Ivy Quainoo
A monster like
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Stone coldâ€” Demi Lovato
I donâ€™t know what love is â€“ Bradley Cooper &amp; Lady Gaga
Sweetest Devotion - Adele
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Remedy â€“ Adele
Loved me back to life â€“ Celine Dion
Donâ€™t watch me cry â€“ Jorja Smith
Let me down â€“ Jorja Smith
I am â€“ Jorja Smith
Piece by Piece â€“ Kelly Clarkson (Idol version)
Broken â€“ Lifehouse
Born to Die â€“ Lana del Rey
Small steps â€“ Tom Gregory
Bruised not broken â€“ Matoma
Will you still love me tomorrow â€“ Amy Winehouse
House on Fire â€“ Ivy Quainoo
Mirrors (cover) â€“ Ivy Quainoo
A monster like me â€“ Morland &amp; Debrah Scarlett
I trust this manâ€” Marina Maximilian
Bad guy â€“ Billie Eilish
Lovely â€“ Billie Eilish &amp; Khalid
Let me down slowly â€“ Alec Benjamin

...more
When i ever read, I give all myself to the book between my hands.. Sometimes I wandered, why i always
take very_too long time, and thatâ€™s simply because i read like a tortoise, i found out, by that way, my
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brain transform the words to live pictures, especially when the author have a magical stuff..
Twisted Bond.. Iâ€™ll not say, youâ€™ll cry, but i can say that your hearts will gonna meltðŸ’”
Oooh, Remo, Serafina, Savio, Adamo, Fabiano, Leona, Nevio and Greta.. each single character of them,
you shouldnâ€™

When i ever read, I give all myself to the book between my hands.. Sometimes I

wandered, why i always take very_too long time, and thatâ€™s simply because i read like a tortoise, i
found out, by that way, my brain transform the words to live pictures, especially when the author have a
magical stuff..
Twisted Bond.. Iâ€™ll not say, youâ€™ll cry, but i can say that your hearts will gonna meltðŸ’”
Oooh, Remo, Serafina, Savio, Adamo, Fabiano, Leona, Nevio and Greta.. each single character of them,
you shouldnâ€™t miss or postpone the opportunity to knew them more and more..
( Nothing worth having comes without a price, without fight)
So, if you want, more Kiara, mor Nino and the Falcone Brothers, how the life is still put the challenges in
their ways, how they struggled brutality to protect, help, save and love each otherâ€™s in this story
where Kiara played a key role while she was desperate to get her greatest dream.. To become a
MOTHERâ™¥ï¸•You have to buy this masterpieceðŸŽ•

Thank you Cora, you are gorgeous.. 2019 was very hard for me, i went through too much.. Unexpected
difficult circumstances happened to me, but with your Great Novels, I found a gentle consolation, no
matter what the reality imposed itself over me.. i just open my kindle, and start reading to give myself
the power, hours of warm and forgetfulness..
You, and only your words could touch a very deep spot in my heart..
Congratulationsâ™¥ï¸•
For many of successful years and brightening future i pray to my God to give it to youðŸ™•ðŸ•»

I love reading.. The Novels means a lot to me, it's my private world, with them i find myself.. We don't
just read, we taste the pages, embrace the phrases, travel so far like you sprawling over the clouds...
And what a great chance, when you figure out an incredibly strong writer, give you ways to
communicate directly with.. No matter what it cost you because we can not wait for the next novel.. we
always very excitment and want the time pass too fast.. sometimes i feel that i will go crazy..
But, i believe that my patience won't go in vain.. Massive reward coming after that amazing torture...
That simply our real situation in Cora's flamingo squad group
Kiara had went through the hell, she struggled her demons, and she won.. Nino, her husband, stood
beside her, but the battle was too difficult, the past was insisted to digs its claws and shackles...
Step by step, the two of them managed to reached safehold.. Yet, the path was branching out to many
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distinations, which one they must choose it, was depends of the revelation of the heart (The Kiaraâ€™s
and Ninoâ€™s hearts)..
Love, is the master leader, its vibrations are â€œThe strongest motivation to challenge the
impossibleâ€•
Welcome Twisted Bounds.. We are all waiting you on pins and needles..â™¥ï¸•

Canâ€™t WaitðŸ˜•
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Twisted Bonds Cora Reilly Read Online
Can't wait for this!!! Kiara and Nino are my favorite couple, I really want to read more of them.
UPDATE
5/5 â•
I read TB and It was and it is awesome. I loved it, can't wait for Savio's story â•¤â•¤

Can't wait for

this!!! Kiara and Nino are my favorite couple, I really want to read more of them.
UPDATE
5/5 â•
I read TB and It was and it is awesome. I loved it, can't wait for Savio's story â•¤ï¸•â•¤ï¸•
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GAH!! I was so excited that we were receiving another book with Kiara and Nino and the rest of the
Falcone brothers. Anyone who knows me knows that I absolutely DIE for this author and her mafia
kindle crack, but the Camorra Chronicles is on another level for me. I love the bond of their family and
the utter devotion and love they all have for one another. For that reason I knew that this story would
be incredible as Kiara would be able to heal and help provide a much needed balm to the wounds i
GAH!! I was so excited that we were receiving another book with Kiara and Nino and the rest of the
Falcone brothers. Anyone who knows me knows that I absolutely DIE for this author and her mafia
kindle crack, but the Camorra Chronicles is on another level for me. I love the bond of their family and
the utter devotion and love they all have for one another. For that reason I knew that this story would
be incredible as Kiara would be able to heal and help provide a much needed balm to the wounds in her
family while banishing her own demons and monsters of the past.Â
Without giving away any spoilers, this story was absolutely incredible! It was raw, gritty and so
emotional. Kiara was strong and determined. Her journey wasn't an easy one but because of Nino's love
and support and the protection of the Falcone family, she was able to help heal the hurts and demons
that haunted the hearts of her loved ones. Overall, I absolutely loved this story and how Reilly was able
to tie up so many loose ends while also intriguing us and drawing our interest in future storylines. I
seriously can't wait for more! Bravo! 5 stars! ~RatulaÂ
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Twisted Bonds Cora Reilly Pdf
bless this author for giving us more nino+kaira!! also leave it to her to always blow our minds with brutal
endings.
i honestly dont know what the purpose of this book is, but im glad that it's told in alternating
perspective of nino and kiara. they're my favorite couple in this series. they've initially had their own
book in the previous installment, twisted emotions (book 2). so this is i guess a sort of companion novel
to ramo and serafina's book, twisted pride (book 3). basically the majority

bless this author for giving

us more nino+kaira!! also leave it to her to always blow our minds with brutal endings.
i honestly dont know what the purpose of this book is, but im glad that it's told in alternating
perspective of nino and kiara. they're my favorite couple in this series. they've initially had their own
book in the previous installment, twisted emotions (book 2). so this is i guess a sort of companion novel
to ramo and serafina's book, twisted pride (book 3). basically the majority of the events in this book
consist of the same key events in the third book, except they're seen through nino and kiara's pov.
however, this book also has some major new additional scenes that will be important to know going
into the next book. so it's best that you do not skip this.
â† notable emotional transformation arc
it was quite uplifting seeing kiara's healing journey after what she's experienced as well as seeing her
struggle in coming to terms with her "ailment". i mean, to be a survivor and having to deal with the loss
of "the ability" that is considerably valuable to a woman is not the kind of trauma that you get to recover
from in a mere couple of days. it's not that her condition is unfixable or anything. but still, it's hard.
â† heartwarming family bonding moments
it was also nice seeing how the falcone family slowly bonded with each other. and ahh babies!! im
always more happy when a book's got cute adorable little humans. also, savio's grown on me in this
book. i like him more and more. i cant wait to read his book. and ugh all the shit with adamo was really
annoying. but then again, he's only fifteen. he'd learn from his mistakes.
overall thoughts
for the most part, i really enjoyed this book. there wasnt much going on in regards to the plot. 60% of it
was a repetition of the previous book whilst the other 40% was some new added complications relating
to adamo and the brothers' unresolved issues with their crazy ass mother. nonetheless, it didnt feel
redundant to me bcs i liked being in kaira and nino's head. i also think this book gave a solid foundation
for adamo's upcoming book. the pace, i would say, was steady. the steamy scenes were too many and a
bit gratuitous for my liking at the beginning, but it was happening less and less as more complicated
matters started to unravel. sometimes those scenes were hot, but other times they gave you the tongue
in cheek effect bcs of nino's weird dirty talk. the writing wasnt the most mesmerizing, but it wasnt so
bad that it disrupted my reading experience.
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**ARC provided in exchange for an honest review**

"Sometimes I feel like my insides are a raging flood of emotions when I look at you, but I don't mind
drowning."
Twisted Bonds is a (full-length) continuation of Nino and Kiara's story, which was told in Twisted
Emotions. One of my remarks for that book was that I didn't feel that the story was complete and I
wanted more development for the characters. So I was very happy that this book was focusing on that
couple again. There was still a lot that

**ARC provided in exchange for an honest review**

"Sometimes I feel like my insides are a raging flood of emotions when I look at you, but I don't mind
drowning."
Twisted Bonds is a (full-length) continuation of Nino and Kiara's story, which was told in Twisted
Emotions. One of my remarks for that book was that I didn't feel that the story was complete and I
wanted more development for the characters. So I was very happy that this book was focusing on that
couple again. There was still a lot that I wanted for this couple, so I was really excited to see how
everything would develop further for them. Twisted Bonds was a great addition to The Camorra
Chronicles. I loved seeing how every character was doing and handling all the good and bad from the
previous books. The family aspect was strong on the foreground and I enjoyed seeing how the brothers
got through things from the past. I liked getting to know Adamo and Savio better in this book, and it
really has me excited for their books. The relationship beween Nina and Kiara transformed in this book,
and I especially loved seeing Kiara grow stronger.
"All of us have experienced horrors in our past but we'll create a beautiful future together."
Twisted Bonds was suspenseful, romantic, sexy, emotional, funny, and it pretty much had everything I
enjoy in mafia romances. I am really happy that Cora decided to continue with Nino and Kiara's story. It
finally feels complete. They go through a lot in this book but they never lose sight of what is important
in life. I loved seeing the dynamics change between the brothers and I look forward to seeing what will
happen next. I am satisfied with how everything worked out in this book. Nowadays I don't read a lot of
mafia romances, but I will never pass up on a book written by Cora Reilly. I am dedicated and feel a
connection to her characters, and always look forward to seeing how they are doing.
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Twisted Bonds Cora Reilly Amazon
*ARC provided by the author in exchange for an honest review*
Twisted Emotions ended on such a heart-wrenching high with Nino finally professing his love for Kiara,
it was a given that their story wasnâ€™t to be ended there.
Twisted Bonds picks up from where Twisted Emotions had ended, with Nino coming to terms with his
feelings for his wife. Nino &amp; Kiaraâ€™s relationship is explored more as the book progresses and
above all else the dynamic between the Falcone family &amp; Kiara is shown extensi

*ARC provided

by the author in exchange for an honest review*
Twisted Emotions ended on such a heart-wrenching high with Nino finally professing his love for Kiara,
it was a given that their story wasnâ€™t to be ended there.
Twisted Bonds picks up from where Twisted Emotions had ended, with Nino coming to terms with his
feelings for his wife. Nino &amp; Kiaraâ€™s relationship is explored more as the book progresses and
above all else the dynamic between the Falcone family &amp; Kiara is shown extensively and my my
was that a treat. It is important to read Twisted Pride (TP) before this as a significant portion of that
timeline was a part of this book in order to show how much the events that transpired in TP affected
Nino &amp; Kiaraâ€™s relationship. What ensues after the events of TP is just an avalanche of
action-packed, gut-wrenching and tear-jerking moments.
Nino &amp; Kiaraâ€™s relationship evolved so much in this book. They had to experience so many
highs &amp; lows but through all of it they came out stronger and became a force to be reckoned with.
Seeing Kiara emerging out from her shell, and not letting her past get in the way of her newfound
happiness was an absolute delight. Her strength, her pain, her struggles and above all else her
compassion &amp; love for those around her make her truly endearing.
Twisted Bonds was filled with romance, action, conflicts, Falcone humor and above all else familial
bonds. This seriesâ€™ exploration of the dynamics between each family member and the trials &amp;
tribulations that they face is truly what sets it apart. Twisted Bonds is such an integral book in the
Camorro Chronicles because it serves as a bridge and lays the groundwork for the storylines for the
next Falcone brothers and potentially other characters. Onto Savioâ€™s book now, 2020 canâ€™t come
soon enough.
...more
I'm dying of despair, I will not be able to wait, I die slowly. This is not healthy for my mental health.
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Twisted Bonds Amazon
Cora likes to play with my emotions!
I was lucky enough to read an ARC and I canâ€™t even tell you how many times I cried, laughed,
sobbed, was angry, was happy, was excited, was terrified.
This book just has the whole package for me.
It was hot but the angst is real!
Nino and Kiaraâ€™s journey takes a very interesting turn and I actually wasnâ€™t sure how this was
going to end, it made me a little worried and I felt like with every page I was left going â€œOH
DAMN!â€• wether that be a good/bad.
However I will

Cora likes to play with my emotions!

I was lucky enough to read an ARC and I canâ€™t even tell you how many times I cried, laughed,
sobbed, was angry, was happy, was excited, was terrified.
This book just has the whole package for me.
It was hot but the angst is real!
Nino and Kiaraâ€™s journey takes a very interesting turn and I actually wasnâ€™t sure how this was
going to end, it made me a little worried and I felt like with every page I was left going â€œOH
DAMN!â€• wether that be a good/bad.
However I will say that I completely and utterly loved the bonds all these characters have its very
interesting to watch them all grow together and all their personalities put together makes for some
explosive, funny, crazy, hot scenes.
This is 100% Nino and Kiaraâ€™s book however ALL the Falcones are present so if you are a Savio,
Adamo, Remo, Fabiano fan they are all there and have some good scenes for themselves too.
This book defiantly has the shock factor, there were scenes I was kind of expecting and then there were
scenes I absolutely was not expecting out of no where and they are CRAZY!
This is a very laid out book, it give you the right amount of every aspect I often find that I get bored or
the books I try and read are too rushed but with Coraâ€™s book they are so very detailed and thought
through that her books arenâ€™t overwhelming and rushed and that is something I love and itâ€™s
why these are my favourite books.
Twisted bonds for me is amazing Nino and Kiara were a couple I hoped that got everything they ever
wanted and Iâ€™m not going to say wether they did or not ... youâ€™ll read for yourself ;)
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It will open up new stories for those who are next with a Big Bang.
Thank you Cora for your hard work and dedication because it really pays off the work you do is truly
amazing and we love your babies with all our hearts.

...more

Twisted Bonds is the continuation of Twisted Emotions, Nino and Kiaraâ€™s story. The books starts
where Twisted Emotions ended and catches Twisted Pride events so I really advice people to read the
previous books before starting this one.
I really really loved this book. I didnâ€™t connect that fast with Kiara and Nino in Twisted Emotions (love
the book) but it changed with Twisted Bonds. While I felt there was something missing in Twisted
Emotions, this book filled those blank spaces. We get to see

Twisted Bonds is the continuation of

Twisted Emotions, Nino and Kiaraâ€™s story. The books starts where Twisted Emotions ended and
catches Twisted Pride events so I really advice people to read the previous books before starting this
one.
I really really loved this book. I didnâ€™t connect that fast with Kiara and Nino in Twisted Emotions (love
the book) but it changed with Twisted Bonds. While I felt there was something missing in Twisted
Emotions, this book filled those blank spaces. We get to see them evolving individually and as couple,
and I absolutely fell in love with Nino. He changed since Twisted Emotions yet still feels the same Nino,
still truthful to himself and it was nice to follow him in this journey of self discovery. I really liked Kiara,
she finally came out of her shell and became someone confident, strong, outspoken and even thought I
didnâ€™t agree with some things, her sweet innocent nature is the perfect fit for Nino. Theyâ€™re a
very balanced couple and I loved how they stay strong and side by side, supporting each other, chasing
away their fears together. Ninoâ€™s devotion to Kiara is so adorable specially coming from someone
who repressed emotions.
But what I really loved about this book, was the secondary characters. They play a big role and standout
so much in Twisted Bonds but the author was able to make them have a strong presence without
overshadow Nino and Kiara.
Thereâ€™s drama on this book but again, I loved it. I cried and my heart almost exploded with pain but
Iâ€™m thankful the author didnâ€™t drag the situation beyond necessary. I never knew I could care so
much, feel so much for fictional characters until Twisted Bonds. But then, it just made them all strong,
their bond is unique and if thereâ€™s something the drama and Twisted Bonds showed, is the real
definition of family, love and loyalty.
Twisted Bonds was the book we all needed, it brings closure to Twisted Emotions. The book is filled with
romance, family moments, action, struggles, anguish, Falcones humor. It also opens the door for future
books for the other Falcone brothers but also other characters that I hope the author will explore one
day.
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If you felt Twisted Emotions was incomplete, if you love the Falcone brothers and want to get to know
them better, if you want to see the family dynamics after the female characters became part of the
family, this book will deliver everything you need.

*ARC provided by the author in exchange for an honest review.*
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Twisted Bond Read Online
I donâ€™t know how itâ€™s possible to love Nino and Kiara even more....... but I guess after reading
Twisted Bonds, I found out that itâ€™s possible.
What I love about Twisted Bonds is that it doesnâ€™t only focus on itâ€™s central characters but also
the secondary characters.
The scenes between the Falcone family was everything!
Absolutely cannot wait to read about Savio and Gemma.
â€žNothing worth having comes easy or without a fight.â€•

Given that Nino is my favorite character from The Camorra Chronicles series, I was waiting with bated
breath for this book. And heaven almighty, the wait was so worth it! I fell even more in love with Nino,
Kiara and the rest of the family. This story made me shocked, distraught and furious. I was blown away,
upset and freaked out. But every negative emotion I've been through has led me to the great joy,
because these Falcone men? Theyâ€™ll do l

â€žNothing worth having comes easy or without a

fight.â€•

Given that Nino is my favorite character from The Camorra Chronicles series, I was waiting with bated
breath for this book. And heaven almighty, the wait was so worth it! I fell even more in love with Nino,
Kiara and the rest of the family. This story made me shocked, distraught and furious. I was blown away,
upset and freaked out. But every negative emotion I've been through has led me to the great joy,
because these Falcone men? Theyâ€™ll do literally anything to keep their family safe. Even if it means
opening old wounds and facing ghosts of the past.

This story gave me chills. It was so action-packed and so full of unexpected twists, that I couldnâ€™t get
ahold of my emotions. I shared Kiaraâ€™s hopes and worries, I could feel her disappointment and fear
of loosing her loved ones. She was dealing with her own letdown and as a consequence it was pulling
out the dreadful memories. Ninoâ€™s encouragement and determination made me fall madly in love
with him. The Falcones certainly didnâ€™t have an easy life and just when they thought that they had
gotten over the past everything collapsed like a house of cards. The old threat reared its ugly head and
jeopardized the chance for happy ending. But the Falcones, the most dangerous and ruthless men in
Las Vegas, wonâ€™t stop until they bury any potential risk six feet under. I loved them all so much! They
all have bad qualities, but for their women and kids theyâ€™ll do literally anything. Their protectiveness
has no bounds. Theyâ€™re #FamilyGoals!

As a big fan of mafia romances I'm delighted with Twisted Bonds. This book has everything Iâ€™m
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looking for in this genre- the thrill, suspense and palpable intensity. The characters are brilliantly
created and the storyline kept me hypnotized from start to the ending. I hope that Cora Reilly will keep
writing mafia books, because Iâ€™m addicted to her stories and like some kind of junkie Iâ€™m
constantly looking forward for my next fix!

*ARC received in exchange for an honest review.
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Twisted Bonds Cora Reilly Kobo
Sadly this book was only ok for me. I think itâ€™s more that Iâ€™m not one who needs more than one
book for a couple if their story was a HFN, as I prefer to be updated on them in other characters books
sporadically, or even in a short novella. And Iâ€™m also not someone who likes to read events that
already happened through someone elseâ€™s POV who wasnâ€™t in the original story. Itâ€™s just
personal preference. That being said there is some actual forward progress in this book for the Falcone
family and i

Sadly this book was only ok for me. I think itâ€™s more that Iâ€™m not one who needs

more than one book for a couple if their story was a HFN, as I prefer to be updated on them in other
characters books sporadically, or even in a short novella. And Iâ€™m also not someone who likes to
read events that already happened through someone elseâ€™s POV who wasnâ€™t in the original story.
Itâ€™s just personal preference. That being said there is some actual forward progress in this book for
the Falcone family and in the Camorra world. The new things were what made this story ok for me.
Thereâ€™s a bit of forward progress, some situations (people) from the first few books resolved, and
then some new storylines sort of vaguely set up for Adamo &amp; Savioâ€™s book.
So essentially if you finished Twisted Emotions and wanted more Kiara and Nino together in their POV,
then you will enjoy this story overall.
Iâ€™m just ready for Savio &amp; Adamo to get their stories!

...more

Well,Cora..you just had to go there. Didn't you..
After teasing us mercilessly in the group, you finally delivered.
Guys.. This story.. This after HEA..

It was E V E R Y T H I N G!!
Nino and my absolute love Kiara and their tumultuous life after they both have tried to bury their past
demons but it ain't that easy.
It was so..perfect yet so heart ripping all at the same time..
Add in the whole family glimpses of Remo and all other brother with Nevio and Greta.. We are shown
how the babies are gr

Well,Cora..you just had to go there. Didn't you..

After teasing us mercilessly in the group, you finally delivered.
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Guys.. This story.. This after HEA..

It was E V E R Y T H I N G!!
Nino and my absolute love Kiara and their tumultuous life after they both have tried to bury their past
demons but it ain't that easy.
It was so..perfect yet so heart ripping all at the same time..
Add in the whole family glimpses of Remo and all other brother with Nevio and Greta.. We are shown
how the babies are growing to be. Their personalities and who are they taking after.
We see Adamo and Savio's life.
And my oh my so much has changed..
But my beloved Kiara..

This story is simply just the right amount of wholesome and throughout it.. I was a mess.

ARC received for review
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